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Abstract 
It has been an open problem to characterize posets P with the property that every 
order-preserving map on P has a fixed point. We give a characterization f such posets in terms 
of their retracts. 
1. Introduction 
Throughout P denotes a finite set on which is defined a partial order; P is a finite 
poset. A function f :  P ~ P such that x ~< y implies f(x) <~f(y) is an order-preserving 
map on P. An element a of P is afixed point of f  provided thatf(a) = a. The poset P has 
the fixed-point property provided that every order-preserving map on P has at least 
one fixed point. It has been an open problem for a number of years to characterize 
posets with the fixed-point property (see the survey I-5] and [2]). In this paper we give 
a characterization i  terms of possible retracts of P. 
Let Q be a subposet of P. Thus Q c p and the partial order on Q is that induced by 
the partial order of P. An order-preserving map 9 : P ~ Q is a retraction of P onto 
Q provided that O(x) = x for each x e Q. If there is a retraction of P onto Q, then Q is 
a retract of P. If Q is a retract of P and Q does not have the fixed-point property, then 
clearly P does not have the fixed-point property. 
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Suppose that the poset P is disconnected, that is, the elements of P can be 
partitioned into two nonempty sets Pt and P2 such that for each x e P1 and each y e P2 
neither x < y nor y < x hold. Let a be an element of PI and let b be an element of P2. 
Then Q = {a, b} is a retract of P. Clearly Q does not have the fixed-point property. It 
follows that a disconnected poset does not have the fixed-point property. At this point 
there is no loss in generality in assuming that P is not disconnected, that is, P is 
connected. 
Let n/> 2 be an integer. The crown C2, is the poset with 2n elements 
Xo, xl ,  ... ,x , -1  and Yo,Y2 . . . .  , y , -1  such that 
xi < yi and xi < Yi+ l (i = O, 1 . . . . .  n - l )  
and these are the only strict comparabilities. (In this definition, the subscript on y is 
taken modulo n.) Thus the Hasse diagram of the crown C2., interpreted as a graph, is 
a cycle of size 2n. The height of a poset is c - 1 where c is the maximal number of 
elements in a chain. A poset of height 1 is called a bipartite poset because its Hasse 
diagram considered as a graph is a bipartite graph. A crown is a bipartite poset. Rival 
I-4] characterized finite bipartite posets with the fixed-point property as follows: 
A finite, connected, bipartite poset P has thef ixed-point  property if  and only i fa  crown 
C2, is not a retract o f  P for  any integer n ~> 2. Nowakowski  and Rival [3] showed that 
if a finite poset contains a crown, then it can be retracted to a crown (any crown of 
smallest cardinality is a retract of P). Thus a finite, connected, bipartite poset has the 
fixed-point property if and only if it contains no crowns (its Hasse diagram, con- 
sidered as a graph, is a tree). 
Our  characterization of general finite posets with the fixed-point property is of 
a similar spirit. To explain it we need to introduce a generalization of the notion of 
a crown. 
Let m ~> 2 and n ~> 2 be integers. Let k be an integer with 0 ~< k ~< n and let 
0 ~<Jl < Jz  < ' "  <jk  ~< n -- 1 be integers. We define C, , , , ( j l , j2  . . . . .  Jk) as a poset 
with m + n elements Xo,Xl ,  ... ,x , , -1  and Yo,Yt . . . . .  Y , -1  in which 
xi < Yi+j,,Yi+j~, . . . .  Yi+j~ (i = 0,1, ... ,n -  1) 
and these are the only strict comparabilities. (Here the subscripts on y are interpreted 
modulo n.) Note that if k = 0, then there are no comparabilities. If the mapfdef ined  
by f (xi) = xi + 1, (i = O, 1 . . . . .  m - 1) and f (yj) = yj+ 1, (J = O, 1 . . . . .  n - 1) is an or- 
der-preserving map of Cm,,( j l ,  J2, . " ,  Jk), then C,, , . ( j l  , jz  . . . . .  jk), is called a circulant 
(bipartite) poset. 3 Each of {Xo, xl  . . . . .  Xm- l} and {Yo, Yl . . . . .  Y,-1} is a set of mu- 
tually incomparable lements of C . . . .  that is, is an antichain. Let X be the cyclic 
sequence (Xo, Xx . . . .  , Xm-1) and let Y be the cyclic sequence (Yo, Yl . . . .  , Y.-t). Then 
3 There is a natural way to associate an m by n matrix with a circulant poset, and if m ~< n, this matrix is 
obtained from a (0, 1)-circulant matrix by deleting n- m rows. 
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Fig. 1. Circulant posets. 
the pair {X, Y} forms the bipartition of C,n.n(jl,j2, ... ,jk). The circulant poset 
C,.,(0, 1) is a crown C2,. Other examples of circulant posets are given in Fig. 1. 
Let P be a poset. Suppose that the elements of P can be partitioned to form cyclic 
sequences A1,A2 . . . . .  Ak, each with at least two elements, such that for each pair of 
integers i and j  with 1 <~ i < j  ~< k, the subposet AiwA~ of P is a circulant poset with 
bipartition {Ai, Aj}. Then we call P a 9eneralized crown, and we refer to 
{Aa,A2 . . . . .  Ak} as a k-partition of P. Clearly, a crown is a generalized crown with 
k = 2. If k = 1, then the circulant poset P is a disconnected poset of n mutually 
unrelated elements (an antichain). Hence a disconnected poset can be retracted to 
a generalized crown. Our main result is the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let P be a finite poser P. Then P has the fixed-point property if and only if 
a 9eneralized crown is not a retract of P. 
2. Proof of the main result 
Let P be a finite poset and let f :  P ~ P be any map. A nonempty subset Q of P is 
f-stable providedf(Q) = Q. An element x of P is an f-periodic element provided there is 
a positive integer k such thatfk(x)  = x. Let x be an f-periodic element. The smallest 
integer p such that fP(x) = x is the f-period of x. Clearly, 
{x, f (x)  . . . . .  fP -  l(x)} (1) 
is an f-stable set. We call the cyclically-ordered set (x, f (x)  . . . .  , fp -  1 (x)) an f-cycle of P. 
In the first lemma, we only use the fact that P is a finite set. 
Lemma 2. Let f :  P ~ P be a map. Then there exists an f-cycle, and the minimal (in the 
set-theoretic sense)f-stable sets are precisely the f-cycles. The minimal f-stable sets 
partition the f-periodic elements of P. 
Proof. The proof is a simple consequence of the fact that if Q is f-stable, then 
)"restricted to Q is a permutation of Q and hence each element of Q is f-periodic. [] 
If we assume thatf is  an order-preserving map, then we can say more. If A and B are 
subsets of P such that for each pair of comparable lements ae A and b e B we have 
a ~< b, then we write A~_B. 
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Lemma 3. Let f :  P ~ P be an order-preserving map. Let X = {x o, X l . . . . .  xm-1} and 
Y = {Yo, Yl . . . . .  Yn-1} be disjoint sets of size m and n, respectively, such that X~Y.  
Assume that (Xo, Xl, ... ,Xr,-1) and (Yo, Yl, ... ,Y~-I) are f-cycles of P. Then the 
subposet Xw Y is a circulant poser with bipartition {X, Y}. 
Proof. It is not difficult to show that X and Y being f-cycles implies that X and Y are 
antichains (see also [1]). Suppose that J~,J2, ... ,jk are the integers such that 
Xo <<. yj~, Y~2, "" ,YJr Since f i  is order-preserving and f i (xo) = xi and f i (y j )  = Yi÷j 
with subscripts of the x's modulo m and of the y's modulo n, we have 
x~ <~ y~+j,, y~+j . . . . . .  y~+j. Hence Xw Y is a circulant poset. [] 
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 1. First assume that Q is a generalized crown 
and that g :P ~ Q is a retraction of P onto Q. Let {A1, A2 . . . . .  Ak} be a k-partition of 
Q, where Ai = (aio, ail . . . . .  ai.m,-1) for i = 1, 2 . . . .  ,k. Since Q is a generalized crown, 
the map f :  Q ~ Q defined by f(aij) = ai.j+ ~ (the second subscript being interpreted 
modulo m~) is an order-preserving map with no fixed points (since by the definition of 
a generalized crown ml/> 2 for i=  1,2 . . . . .  k). The map fog :p  ~ P defined by 
(fo g)(x) =f (g (x ) )  is an order-preserving map with no fixed points. 
Now assume that f :  P ~ P is an order-preserving map with no fixed points. Then 
each f-periodic element of P has period greater than one, and hence the f-cycles of 
P have size greater than one. Let Q be the set off-periodic elements of P, and let 
A1, A2 . . . . .  Ak be the set off-cycles. By Lemma 2 each element of Q belongs to exactly 
one f-cycle. It follows from Lemma 3 that the subposet Q of P is a generalized crown. 
For each element x of P there exists a nonnegative integer t~ such that ft-(x)~ Q (if 
x is f-periodic, tx = 0). Let t = max {t~ :x E P}. Thenf  s maps P onto Q for each integer 
s/> t. Let p equal the product of the different f-periods of the elements of Q. Then 
fP'(z) = z(z ~ Q) for each nonnegative integer . It follows that fpt is a retraction of 
P onto Q. [] 
Corollary 4 ([3,4]). Let P be a finite, connected, bipartite poset. Then P has the 
fixed-point property if and only if a crown C2n is not a retract of P for any integer n >1 2. 
Proof. Since the crown C2n (n >1 2) does not have the fixed-point property, neither 
does any poset which can be retracted to it. Now assume that P does not have the 
fixed-point property. By Theorem 1, there is a generalized crown Q with a k-partition 
{A1, A2 . . . . .  Ak} for some k, such that Q is a retract of P. Since P is connected andf is  
order-preserving, it follows that Q is connected. Suppose that Q contains no crown. 
Then, as a graph, Q is a tree and hence one of the Ai, say A1, contains only vertices of 
degree 1. Then Q\A1 is also a connected, generalized crown, and proceeding in this 
way, we conclude that there is a j  such that Aj is a connected, generalized crown. Since 
I Ajl >t 2 and the elements of Aj form an antichain, we obtain a contradiction. Hence 
Q contains a crown. As shown in [3], Q can be retracted to a crown. [] 
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